ABSTRACT. We generalize results on the Krull radical, k-primitive rings, and critical rings from rings with identity to rings which do not necessarily contain identity..
I.
INTRODUCTION. In this paper we extend some results on Krull dimension from rings with identity to rings which do not necessarily contain identity. The basic idea is to embed a ring R into the usual ring R 1 with identity, and to study the relation between the right ideals of R and of R I.
In the first section of this paper we use Krull dimension to define the Krull radical of R, denoted K(R). The Krull radical is a generalization of the Jacobson radlcal, and was first defined by Deshpande and Feller [i] for rings with identity.
Our main result in this section is that K(R) K(R1). This enables us to use previous work i** [i] to characterize the Krull radical as the annihilator of all critical Rmodules, which in turn lets us determine the Krull radical of the n x n matrix ring over R. We then describe the relation between the Kruil radical of R and that of a two-slded ideal I R. Finally we derive containment relations between the Krull radical on the one hand and the Jacobson and prime radicals on the other.
In the next section we look at k-primitive rings, which are a generalization of R. TUCCI primitive rings. We list the main properties of these rings and generalize slightly a theorem on these rings (Prop. 3.4). We finally turn our attention to critical rings, which are closely related to k-primitive rings. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for a critical ring to be a domain, and those critical rings which are not domains are completely characterized. In what follows the letter R denotes an associative ring which does not necessarily contain identity. An R-module is a right R-module; usually we will simple call this module M.
Let Z denote the integers. We define R I (r, n) Ir R, n Z}, where addition is componentwlse and multiplication is given by (r, n) (r', n') (rr' + nr' + n'r, nn'). This is just the usual ring with identity in which R +/-s embedded. For notational simplicity, we identify R with the subring (R, 0) of R I to which R is iso- 
CO-PRIMITIVE IDEALS
Just as J(R) can be expressed as the intersection of certain two-sided ideals of R, so can K(R). Let If 0 is a k-co-primitive ideal of a ring R with Krull dimension k, then R is said to be k_-primitive. This definition coincides with that given in [6] . The main properties of k-primitive rings have been investigated in [6] . We list some of these properties here. Recall that the assassinator of a uniform module C over a ring R with Krull dimension is that ideal P which is maximal among the annihilators of submodules of C. THEOREM 3.3. Let R be a k-primitive ring with faithful critical module C, and R. TUCCI let P be the assassinator of C.
(1) If assume that R is written as an n x n upper triangular matrix ring; see [8] . Recall also that a ring S is a quotient ring of R if R is a large R-submodule of S.
In the next result, we assume that R is a noetherian k-primitive ring with identity which is a direct sum .of non-isomorphic critical right ideals (and hence is a PWD by [8] 
Further, n n is merely a sum of copies (elSen) (elSen)e Re (elSen) Then R is l-critical but not right noetherian.
We note that Hein [12] has recently generalized Thm. 4.5.
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